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All coins relic grade, with much corrosion, probably cleaned, three lime-green, one deep chocolate. With
provenance providing context for further research; numerous original orderly books from Continental Village
survive. Each signed by P. Wolcott is presumed the son, who led troops in New York in ; later in he ascended
to auditor of the U. Treasury, soon succeeding Alexander Hamilton as the second Secretary of the Treasury.
Fine toning at fore-edges, imparting an almost drop-shadow effect, and pristine. Unusually fresh colonial D.
Very light old waterstain at one fold junction, lightening parts of several words, else very fine and pleasing.
Original folds, very light handling evidence, pleasing uniform toning, else very fine. They are not to draw any
provisions while absent. You will apply to Lt. Cooper for as many of the Nine months as you shall need to
forward the works. If you can employ the whole to advantage would have you proceed to do it. I also advise
you to appoint as many of the most active of them as you shall judge proper, to superintend the rest. You may
give the whole of the Militia liberty of absence, if they laboured faithfully the week past A John Trotter
commanded an eponymous Massachusetts company in Col. Moderate waterstains on upper half, minor wear at
three edges, else very good, and darkly penned. Interestingly, while letters of prominent Revolutionary War
figures remain available and costly , those of lesser-known field officers are now somewhat elusive. On the
Shortest Notice The Captain will be from the 8th Regt. In , he commanded a company of Conn. His Backus
Iron Works assumed a vital role in the Revolution: Some minor chipping and one tear at top edge, two edges
deckled, marginal toning, else good plus, darkly penned, and appealing for display. Convention ratifying the
Constitution, and member of first, second, and third Federal Congresses. Hispaniola or Wherever he may be
found. I have this day heard from Hartford. Our friends are all well there. Only four years old when his father
died, Wadsworth was trained as a sailor by his ship-owning uncle, and went to sea at age Advancing to mate
and then master, Wadsworth made a fortune sailing the West Indies. At the outbreak of the Revolution, his
home became the commissary store and a rendezvous for soldiers. At other times the house had been filled
with 5, pairs of yarn stockings, and quantities of tin kettles for Army campsites. The Wadsworth house was a
beehive of activity, with a constant flow of visitors; surely his wife never anticipated that she would not only
be cooking for their six children, but for the Continental Army. Fragment lacking at blank left edge where
opened at red wax seal, original folds, pleasing oatmeal toning, superficial dust soiling, else very good.
American domestic letters from the Revolutionary War era the Boston Massacre had taken place the preceding
year are now notably scarce. Printed at the Liberty-Pole, Boston. Based on a woman of Weare, N. As
Chairman of Committee of Safety. Weare may have set the stage for the Boston Tea Party: He led drafting of
the first formal constitution of any state, adopted in Jan. Applications of Revolutionary War Soldiers â€” in
the s. Each with numerous datestamps and signatures, as the application made its way through the approval
process. Most for Fanueil Hall, Mass. Two-hole filing punch, minor handling wear, light toning, else very
good. These may represent a renewed interest in the Revolution as its nominal th birthday approached in the s.
A Literal Link to Benedict Arnold. Hand-forged iron spike from the British Revolutionary War ship George,
captured from the Redcoats in Quebec in , renamed Enterprise and personally commanded by Benedict
Arnold. Control of Lake Champlain and the adjoining Hudson River would have enabled the British to cut off
vital supply routes between New England and the other colonies It was nearly a year before the advance could
be renewed, eventually resulting in a decisive American victory in the Battle of Saratoga Found in wreck of
this Continental Navy sloop - the first American warship to bear the name Enterprise - burned to prevent
capture in Understandable corrosion and flame-toning, imparting striking burnt-orange mottling, else good,
and splendid for display. French Hero of the American Revolution. Delightful, hand-colored French steel
engraving allegorically exalting hero Marquis de la Fayette, c. Beneath his profile, a seated philosopher;
caisson and cannonballs at right. In flattering modern black beaded frame, under glass, with gallery label on
verso. Watercolor probably twentieth century. Fraying at blank lower left margin, matted or mounted on tan
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mat not examined out of frame , some fine creases, else colors vivid, about very good, and charming for
display. Frame unblemished and ready to hang. No examples located on WorldCat, including search for
variant French conventions. Eight Dollar note, Philadelphia, May 9, Two signatures, one in red
characteristically faded to pink. Interesting mica inclusions in paper. Smaller than a Continental Note.
Delightful miniature manuscript receipt for pay for a Vermont private. James Hill in full for Goff served in the
Vermont Militia, in Capt. Vertical fold, few edge tears in blank left margin, edge dust toning, else good plus.
Prelude to the Turning Point of the War: Casting light on the fatal shortage of Confederate ammunition which
would impact the Battle of Gettysburg. On June 24 and 25, Lee crossed the Potomac with 80, men, preparing
for the invasion of Pennsylvania. I am obliged by the exigencies of the horse to run my trains by telegraph
West of G- and although I believe the operator does all he can, yet the most embarrassing delays occur. I must
appeal to you to give us the through line even if you connect with Bg. Besides this it causes us to use your line
much more than we otherwise would, because the trains being detained make it necessary to move when trains
moving in an opposite direction by telegraph, which would otherwise run by printed schedule. It will not be as
satisfactory as the old It is the relay that I complain of and I really think that it should be avoided in some
manner Housekeepers should visit the depot and accrue supplies. The Virginia Central rented some slaves,
some used as firemen and brakemen, but most in road gangs. One of their early locomotives was named for
him, in Boasting a very long career, he appears as late as in The Official Railway Guide Uniform toning, light
burn marks at two upper tips from burning of Richmond? Signed Carte of Robert E. Charismatic postwar carte
of the Confederate Commander-in-Chief, boldly signed at lower portion in deep brown. Elongated waterstain
in blank field above head, corners unequally hand-trimmed, not infringing upon tips of image, two tiny nicks
at left edge of emulsion, few spots of incidental foxing, coffee-and-cream image almost certainly as developed
, light toning, else good plus with a superb signature. New to the market, found in a cache of papers of a
Tennessee family. Homemade Miniature Confederate Flag. Petit star Stars and Bars flag, hand-stitched, made
during the Civil War. Two white silk ties, to affix to a small stick not present ; when viewed from obverse, the
field of stars is on the right. Mottled with soiling or perspiration in left half, red a fugitive dye faded to pink,
else good, with enormous appeal and character. Details of its condition suggest that it was carried - multiple
times - by a patriotic Southerner, perhaps in a pocket, or secured to a hat band. Acquired by consignor in mids.
Rare, likely more so than a full-size Confederate flag which would fetch five figures. S amuel Cooper, highest
ranking officer in the Confederate Army. On partly printed form of South-Western Telegraph Co. Jones is also
nominated as Major Genl. In the same month as their bombardment of Fort Sumter - commanded by
Beauregard - the Confederates began construction of positions at New Madrid and Island No. Pope arrived at
New Madrid; ten days later, he commenced bombardment, the Confederates evacuating that same day. Amber
staining from old tipping with glassine tape along most of right margin, chipping lending an irregular edge but
no loss of text, uniform toning, else very satisfactory. The lengthiest Beauregard endorsement we recall seeing
in about forty years. Three fascinating, lengthy postwar A. Sebring, previously of 2nd Tenn.
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The dynamic duos serving as Festival co-chairs share their challenges, favorite wines and what motivates their
supreme efforts. What is the biggest challenge you face as co-chairs? Juggling all the moving parts to make a
successful festival, as well as hosting our vintner dinners. No matter how much effort you put out, there are
things that are out of your control. We just pray for good weather. If you bid on only one item at the auction
what would it be? We always lean toward the lots the vintners donate because most of them include travel, of
course, wine and food, and most important, personal time with the vintner. He told us the history of Pianello,
and he brought up a lot of his private reserve wines from his personal cellar for us to taste. What is your
favorite wine or vintner? I lean toward the Italians, the Piedmont region, Barolo and Pianello. And we drink a
lot of California wines, too. What is your most striking memory from past Festivals? And this past year we
donated a magnum from almost every vintner who has ever been to the festival in the past 14 years. It was
magnums total, and it went for almost a quarter of a million dollars. What does philanthropy mean to you? It
means providing a helping hand to those less fortunate. And it comes in many forms, from financial support to
giving your time and expertise. When we were newlyweds, it was more our time and expertise. Now we
provide financial support and we certainly have tried to step up and be helpful. That has created a tremendous
increase in competition for philanthropic dollars, for the vintners and the chefs. If you bid on only one auction
lot, what would it be? I try not to get too involved ahead of time because impetuous buyers spend more, and
part of my enthusiasm is to surprise myself. We often bid things up so somebody else has to spend more for it,
and sometimes you end up owning that lot! They recently did sell their winery, but their wines over the years
have been amazing. Gaja [Winery] in Piedmont Italy. We tasted a Chardonnay there that was just fantastic.
How did you get involved in the Festival? We have a great appreciation for wine. If you have the opportunity
to go to a vintner dinner, meet a renowned chef, have a wonderful meal and taste iconic wines, it is not a hard
decision. But we also knew the auction lots were fantastic, and percent of the funds raised go to support
underprivileged children in Collier County. Philanthropy is a state of mind. Everybody can do or give
something of positive value to achieve a better society, no matter their economic situation or age. While other
people may not have the same money, they have the same attitude and giving spirit we have. Sharon joined the
Grant Committee the following year. The Florida native shares insight on her role and why she thinks the
musical has been so overwhelmingly successful with audiences and critics. Is this your first national tour? I
graduated from Carnegie-Mellon in May, and I got very, very lucky. They were able to treat my second
semester as a sort of study abroad-internship while I was on the road with the show. The Book of Mormon
was my first big gig, my first big step into the industry. For seven months, Naples resident Faith Harkey toiled
over her page novel for middle-schoolers, Genuine Sweet Clarion, , to perfect the story. It was a neat
experience because I got to go along on the adventure, too. Ultimately, she learns she had the power all along
to help. Why do you think the show has been so popular with audiences? It makes your jaw drop, but it has so
much heart at the same time. But it all ends up with such a good heart in the end. Recently launched by the
Naples resident, Canipelli, Firenze presents her carefully curated collection of the finest Florentine-made
goods. Her store, with decor designed to capture the light, airy atmosphere of the Italian city, sells artisanal
items she discovers on the frequent visits with and her husband, Andreâ€”exotic-skin handbags, gorgeous
embellished sandals, gossamer fur pieces suited for Naples winter evenings, Marchesi de Frescobaldi wines,
jewelry, hand-decorated Il Papiro paper goods, and other Italian delights, many of which can be customized
for one-of-a-kind designs. One section of the store is dedicated to a broad collection of Cavalli Class by
Florentine designer Roberto Cavalli. The architecture features Venetian plaster, Italian marble and crystal,
adding to the authenticity of the Florentine shopping experience.
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This is the second in a series of profiles of San Mateo County residents coping with diminished means and
expectations in a weak and increasingly stratified economy: Although the unemployment rate is dropping in
San Mateo County, the good news is concentrated in professional and business services jobs. The way it is
usually presented in stories, play and movies, the first generation immigrates to the United States in search of
a better life for themselves and their children. They labor long and hard at physically demanding jobs,
struggling to gain a toehold on the American Dream. At the cost of much sacrifice, their children go to
college, graduate and land well-paying, professional positions with room for advancement and security for
themselves and their parents. But I have a very large family and I do not want to dishonor the family name in
any way. Two years ago, she was laid off from her job at a local school district, which was forced to make
drastic cuts because of the recession. Her sister has been laid off from her job for the summer, and perhaps
longer. Jude is with me. He worked as a gardener, janitor, at construction and every other job he could find,
saving every cent he could. For a while, he slept behind a gas station in East Palo Alto. Eventually, he saved
enough to send for his wife and family. Her father, said Veronica, wanted his children to be educated in
America. She has been restless and worried and depressed at not being able to find another job. She has
trouble sleeping. And she has lost weight. During the past two years, she estimates that she has applied for
more than jobs. In the beginning, she only looked for work in her field of education. Later, she widened the
parameters of her search to include other, related fields. Now, she is willing to take on just about anything in
order to pay the rent and put food on the table. She has applied at local restaurants to work as a waitress. She
has scanned the listings for nanny jobs, and is considering working in home health care. She has sent out
innumerable applications. Even for those, like Veronica who have the education and experience, finding work
has become increasingly difficult in the current economy. Since she can no longer afford Internet service at
home, she uses the computers in the library to scan the job listings. She follows up applications with visits to
the work place. She is considering doing more. Another thing that bothers her about being poor is how
isolating it is. She is not able to socialize with friends, or do any of the other things she enjoys anymore.
Fortunately, she said, she and her sister have each other to lean on. We all need someone in our lives at a time
like this. I say my prayers every day. Peter Claver, a Jesuit priest who in the early s spent his life serving the
needs of African slaves. His example is a fitting reminder that we are called to be aware of the modern-day
global slave trade with all its brutality and pervasiveness. It is estimated that 27 million women, men and
children have been bought and sold for labor or prostitution and are currently held in slavery-like conditions.
This slave trade, known as human trafficking, is considered the third greatest criminal activity in the world,
ranking behind narcotics and the weapons trade. How ugly and immoral. Let us listen to the voices of those
who have been trafficked. No child should ever have to know that kind of fear. They treated us like animals. I
did not feel hopeful of what my future was going to be because I could not see what was going to happen
tomorrow. Now that she has been rescued I feel hopeful, I can dream. I can see myself doing something with
my life in two weeks, in two months. I am free now. Many committed people reach out in a variety of ways to
meet the needs of victims. If the bill does not pass, U. In this precarious economic environment, more
vulnerable and marginalized people may fall victim to those who would exploit them. Senate from the U. If
you want to take some action, a call or email to your senators is one possibility. For an online petition, see
http: I close with prayer to St. Josephine, we pray that all modern-day victims of trafficking will be freed and
that this horrid practice will end soon. Guest Editorial A modest suggestion Any discussion of modesty in
dress for church demands a sense of humor. While the Southern part of the United States may be more formal,
and the Western part more informal, in general, casual dress is far more common today than it was three or
four decades ago. Today there is a fledgling movement in parishes to recommend dress codes as a way of
reminding parishioners to dress appropriately for a sacred occasion such as the Mass. Such concerns dovetail
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with the larger issue of inspiring a greater sense of reverence in Mass. This is a legitimate and laudable
priority in that the Mass is so central to who we are as Catholics and how we nourish our faith. The discussion
of reverence includes a variety of factors, ranging from dress and posture to the quality of sacred objects and
liturgical music. These are all real issues, and the church in some ways is always seeking to improve a sense of
reverence the revised translation of the Roman Missal and combat the temptation to make it a rote exercise or
a simple obligation. In this context, dressing appropriately for Mass is an external sign of our appreciation for
what is taking place in the Eucharistic celebration. The danger with placing too much emphasis on externals
such as dress is that we may miss the larger point, which is an interior reverence that resides in the heart. That
is why many parishes are encouraging their people to share the Sunday readings at home before Mass and to
meditate on them. Also encouraged is getting to Mass early so as to collect oneself in prayerful silence.
Families have many challenges getting everyone dressed and out the door, but just moving the schedule ahead
five minutes can make all the difference. Rick Perry prayer rally photo Aug I saw some of the prayer rally as
well and was inspired by what he said and did, especially his prayer asking our Lord for forgiveness to help
America at this critical time. He prayed for guidance and wisdom for our governors and for President Obama
Letters welcome Catholic San Francisco welcomes letters from its readers. Send your letters to: I can only
hope for more tolerance. Patricia Keylon South San Francisco Support retired priests I think it was not a good
decision, from a PR standpoint, to picture a marina of expensive boats in the brochure, distributed through the
parishes, soliciting contributions to the Priests Retirement Fund. Given the negatives associated with the
economy, jobs, disposable income, the image of a prosperous retirement for the servants of the faithful may
not inspire the most generous giving. I think the profiles of Msgr. And so are Paying close attention to the
liturgical prayers is a discipline that can counter the temptation to an unreflective recitation of the words.
Focusing on the sacred actions is a powerful stimulus for prayer as well. Finally, the Mass is where we gather
as a community. So a sign of our interior reverence also would be our efforts to welcome the stranger and
exhibit the kind of generosity of spirit that makes us truly Christ-like. Scripture has ample warnings against a
pharisaical approach to religious observance. Because we know how easily we can become agitated when we
see people who, in our opinion, are dressed with a slovenly disregard at church, perhaps what we need to do is
let God be the judge of what is appropriate for that person at that moment. Instead, we should focus on
developing in ourselves a deeper sense of interior reverence, a task that is never completed. It is reprinted with
permission. Perhaps the church, like her bridegroom, still proclaims words of eternal life. Perhaps a more
meaningful statistic is the 15 million people who voted with their feet to enter the church in alone â€”roughly
equal to the Americans who exited over a year period. Father Byron notes that of the U. Is it my way that is
unfair, or rather, are not your ways unfair? When someone virtuous turns away from virtue to commit iniquity,
and dies, it is because of the iniquity he committed that he must die. But if he turns from the wickedness he
has committed, he does what is right and just, he shall preserve his life; since he has turned away from all the
sins that he has committed, he shall surely live, he shall not die. Remember your mercies, O Lord. Your ways,
O Lord, make known to me; teach me your paths, guide me in your truth and teach me, for you are God my
savior. Remember that your compassion, O Lord, and your love are from of old. Their responses are usually
all over the board. Most, however, put themselves in the big, apathetic middle. I used to find this very
discouraging. I wondered if there was anything I could possibly say, anything I could possibly do, that would
bring God into their lives and help them develop a real and lasting relationship with our Lord. One day, as I
sat in a funk at my classroom desk, pondering whether or not I should give up teaching religion to become a
long-haul trucker, I noticed something. These kids who seemed so indifferent to religion were among some of
the kindest, Twenty-Sixth Sunday in Ordinary Time Ezekiel Good and upright is the Lord; thus he shows
sinners the way. He guides the humble to justice, and teaches the humble his way. If there is any
encouragement in Christ, any solace in love, any participation in the Spirit, any compassion and mercy,
complete my joy by being of the same mind, with the same love, united in heart, thinking one thing. Do
nothing out of selfishness or out of vainglory; rather, humbly regard others as more important than yourselves,
each looking out not for his own interests, but also for those of others.
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Words and music by the team of Richard M. Sherman and Milt Larsen. Milt Larsen is a lyricist, actor, author,
entrepreneur and creator of the world famous Magic Castle private club in Hollywood. Cohan and the gay
nineties comedy team of Weber and Fields. Richard currently wrote words and music for a new song to
accompany the fireworks finale celebrating the Disneyland 60th Anniversary. Their offbeat comedy songs are
now available on line. Go to Sherman and Larsen at iTunes or Amazon to enjoy their comedy songs today.
Sherman, along with his late brother, Robert B. Sherman, have written more songs for motion pictures than
any team in cinematic history. For decades, Richard has enjoyed raising money for numerous worthwhile
causes by performing at charitable events. One of his proudest moments came when he, along with former
president, George H. Sherman continues writing songs and composing music every day. Recently, two
collections of his solo instrumentals were released on Solid Air CD: In he founded the world famous private
club for magicians, the Magic Castle in Hollywood. He is the President of Magic Castles, Inc. In the year
Magic Magazine polled their international readership and voted Milt Larsen as one of the most influential
individuals in the history of magic. He is a true renaissance man in that his career encompasses writing,
producing and performing. As a writer he is best known in the field of audience participation having written
Truth or Consequences starring Bob Barker for an incredible run of eighteen years! In his early days he
authored five joke books and three books involving Magic Castle. He writes a weekly column for members of
the club as well as editing their monthly newsletter. He has written many stage revues and musicals. His
collaborator is Richard M. Larsen owned and operated to Mayfair Music Hall in Santa Monica producing live
stage revues for 10 years and the Variety Arts Theater, a seat variety theater in downtown Los Angeles for 12
years. He has been a lecturer at the Smithsonian in Washington D. The show is also heard worldwide Saturday
afternoons at 4: Many consider the closing of the famed Palace Theater in New York in as the final curtain for
vaudeville. At that time Milt was only one year old. He was an aspiring comedy writer and was fascinated by
the comedians of the past. He started collecting recordings of showbusiness personalities as a teenager.
Through his magical family he met and got to know famous people who were stars long before he was born.
Edwards knew his young writer was enamored with the older stars and enjoyed talking to them. While still in
High School he worked as a record archivist for Eddie Cantor. He has always loved radio and his first job as a
professional writer was with the ABC Radio network. It was a daytime audience participation show with
variety acts and a piece house orchestra. His weekend national radio shows recorded in his studio on the
premises of the Magic Castle in Hollywood. His facilities house his huge record collection and his studio is
designed specifically to play the old RPM vintage recordings. The shows are recorded using the newest state
of the art MAC computer technology which includes to ability to clean up the snap, crackles and pops
associated with the old records. The concept of the show is that younger generations have never heard samples
of the great performers of the past. He introduces young people of today to a time of laughter and silly songs
mixed in with some of the greatest music of all time. Oscar winning songwriter Richard M.
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According to the records of the U. Py-O-My Bluebery Muffin Mix includes a can of blueberries and a set of
paper baking cups and a sealed bag of muffin mix. Makes about 10 large delicious muffins--up to 16 small
ones. So simple and economical to make Nothing adds mroe to a meal, a snack, or dessert--than
mouth-watering blueberry muffins. The can of blueberries, right in the package, has plenty of berries And they
taste simply heavenly Requiring no more than thirty minutes for preparation, including cooking time, the
packaged product comes in three flavors, vanilla, chocolate and caramel. Such convenience, of course, means
some sacrifice in quality. The pudding is a bit too coarse-grained to meet the standards of really fine cookery.
But the flavor is pleasing, especially in the caramel and chocolate puddings. Topped with whipped cream, the
dessert is exceedingly appetizing. And the preparation is easy. Contents of the larger of two paper bags are
emptied into a bowl. A third of a cup of milk is added, the mixture is beaten for one minute and poured into a
casserole or other baking dish. No further stirring is necessary; the dish goes immediately into a degree oven.
Blueberry Muffin Mix makes naturally sweet blueberry muffins. A can of blueberries and paper baking cups
right in the package! Coffee Cake Mix makes so many things. Makes two 9-inch rings! Makes pecan rolls and
raised doughnuts. Also cinnamon rolls, stollen and kuchen Ice Box Pie Mix makes a complete chiffon ice box
pie without baking! Graham cracker crust and chiffon filling in the package. Cake with sauce--baked together!
Brownie Mix comes in the handy aluminum baking pan! N49 "Another excellent label is the Py-O-My lemon
chiffon ice-box pie. Add only milk or water. Clear, concise directions for preparing the pie are printed on the
back. Dear Friend, May we ask you a big favor? We will appreciate this favor. Many Py-O-My users write
they have shared their discovery with 3 friends--and more! Share their discovery too! Package contains can of
juicy wild blueberries, mix, and paper baking cups. So many uses, including Sunday breakfast! Includes can of
juicy, spiced apples, crunchy crust, and tempting butter crumb topping. K36 According to the food historians,
early baking mixes were not readily accepted. When food companies make things too simple their products are
summarily rejected. Like mom used to cook. Despite the fact that early mixes often produced less than
satisfactory results and invoke a complicated set of psycho-social baggage, they prevailed. Eventually mixes
were accepted. Most people who make cakes for people they love regularly employ mixes universally
perceived as home-made, as in "made in the home" instead of buying a premade "cake in the box. Though
Betty Crocker--like her competitors--promised that cake mixes offered freshness, ease, and flavor in a box, the
market was slow to mature. Puzzled, marketers reiterated the message that homemakers need only drop this
scientific marvel into a bowl, add water, mix, and bake. But that was still a little too good to be true for Mrs.
Certainly, cake mixes sold, but--compared with the early performance of Bisquick or Aunt Jemima pancake
mix--not up to industry expecations. General Mills considered the market research of the business
psychologists Dr. Burleigh Gardner and Dr. Ernest Dichter to explain the mediocre sales of cake mixes. The
problem, according to the psychologists, was eggs. Dichter, in particular, believed that powdered eggs, often
used in cake mixes, should be left out, so women could add a few fresh eggs into the batter, giving them a
sense of creative contribution. Before long, cake mix started to gain some acceptance and notoriety; even
Mamie Eisenhower instructed her cooking staff to use this novel invention at the White House. New York] p.
All four included vegetable shortening, sugar, powdered egg, powdered skim milk, salt, baking powder or
soda and phosphate and flavoring in their ingredients. The Spiced Cake Mix of the same brand, considered
fairly good, contained some soya flour. The cake mixes were tested for rising quality, color of crust and
crumb, grain, texture, flavor and aroma. The last three, considered together as a palatability, were the chief
factors in the ratings. Enriched wheat flour and oat flour. Available in California, Oregon and Nevada. Grain
rather coarse, but probably normal for this type of cake. Available East of the Mississippi. Wheat, cottonseed
and oat flour. Excellent flavor, slightly lemon. Very good flavor, slightly lemon. Wheat flour and soya flour.
Good flavor, nutmeg mace. How good are they? The value of any mix to a housewife is based on the quality
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of the finished product--how good it is to eat--plus ease and convenience of preparation, and cost. CU
consultants subjected all products to actual baking tests, following the directions given on the packages. The
scores for cake, gingerbread, biscuit, muffin and hot roll mixes were based on flavor, volume or the amount of
rise, texture, or tenderness of crumb to feel and taste, aroma while warm from baking, grain or physical
structure of the crumb and color of crust and crumb CU found some mixes that were good, many that were
satisfactory, and only two that were "Not Acceptable. The preparation of mostt of these mixes calls for the
addition only of water or milk, and they can be stirred up so simply that, if directions are followed, there is
little danger of their being spoiled. The time required is negligable compared to that for mixing a cake from
the basic ingredients. They are particularly useful for emergencies, for youngsters just trying their culinary
wings, or for the gang of teen-agers who what to take over the kitchen for an evening. Cost varied
considerably among different brands of the same type of mix, and while in some cases it was greater than the
comparable homemade product, in many cases, it was not more, or even less. Almost all are "Acceptable," but
some taste better and cost less than others," Consumer Reports, August p. In the opinion of the home
economists who sampled them for taste and other qualities, none were as good as "mother used to bake. They
are time savers. Counting wash-up and put-away time of utensils, the mixes have an even greater edge. They
are work savers. Use of a prepared mix eliminates many of the steps necesary with standard recipes, such as
the sifting of flour and the measuring of ingredients. Only one bowl is required. However, too little or too
much mixing, or incorrect oven temperature, may still result in an unsuccessful cake. On the white cake and
ginger cake, however, the saving was less--only 2c in each case, on the average. Convenience, more than
price, favors the use of the prepared mix. With ready mixes, you are saved the necessity of storing ingredients
used only occasionally In many cakes, you do not even have to have milk or eggs on hand to bake a cake. Ten
of the 20 mixes tested--all of the ginger cakes and several of the others--required the addition of water only.
Mixing directions are given for both hand beating and for the use of an electric mixer in most cases. A few
brands even carry directions for use in high altitude regions. Swans Down, and some others, provide a "special
formula" mix for high altitude baking. Packaging also carry instructions for making cookies, cup cakes, or
glamorized versions of the basic cake for which the mix was intended. It is apparent that there are good
reasons for the growing popularity of the mixes. However, if you have the skill to bake a really fine cake, and
your taste or the occasion demands the best, you should follow your own prized recipe. Today there seems to
be at least a fair prospect that the situation will be reversed. For the grocery store shelves are replete with
ready-mix-cake packages in great variety, and the description of their preparation sounds so simple as to make
a trip to the bakery store, by comparison, a major chore. Four samples of each mix were stirred up and baked,
two operators preparing two samples of each. These were submitted, without band identification,
independently to each of three judges, along with a piece of cake of similar character made from home-mixed
batter. Judgement was passed on each piece about two hours after its removal from the oven, and again to
determine keeping qualities a day later.
6: Keywords for the Engines scripts
Bill Parker's WNBF Radio 60th anniversary cookbook: A collection of recipes from the WNBF family avg rating â€” 0
ratings â€” published

7: The Call (Woonsocket) | Revolvy
Buy Bill Parker's WNBF Radio 60th anniversary cookbook: A collection of recipes from the WNBF family by Bill Parker
(ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

8: The Lounge with Larry and Nancy Manetti :
Books by Bill Parker, Building a Classical Record Library, Building a classical music library, Job Jabs, Via SWA, Bill
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Parker's WNBF Radio 60th anniversary cookbook, The International Guide to Building a Classical Music Library, The
Intermediate Apple, Shazam!

9: Bill Parker | Open Library
Bill Parker's WNBF Radio 60th anniversary cookbook A collection of recipes from the WNBF family by Bill Parker, N.Y.
Pages, Published by Wnbf Radio Import ISBN , ISBN: X.
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